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Abstract

In this paper a new model of couple therapy based on positive psychology which is positive and open compared to
many other popular models such as Emotionally Focused Couple Therapy (EFCT), Imago Therapy and Schema Couple
Therapy in the way that it is not constricted by a specific theoretical framework to view the couple and doing therapy
as these other models are [1-6]. It will be shown that this model, Positive Psychology Couple Therapy (PPCT) is not
only enjoyable but effective as a form of couple therapy and psychotherapy.
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Introduction to Positive Psychology Couple Therapy (PPCT)
The positive psychology couple therapist (ppct) unlike other
therapists such as the EFCT therapist is not committed to any rigid
psychotherapy theory. EFCT is based solely on attachment theory
[1]. Schema couple therapy is based on the theory that couples in
therapy have dysfunctional schemas [6].
PPCT is more akin to Collaborative Therapy which has an open
enquiry between the therapist and clients and together they arrive at
the therapeutic solutions that work for a specific couple in therapy
[7].
Together the ppct and couple create some new positive solutions
together. The ppct may identify some previous solutions that once
served the couple well but not necessarily so now, perhaps because
one or both of them have changed. These may be suggested as
re-romanticizing activities similar to Imago Therapy but the ppct
is ready to drop this suggestion if the couple mentioned that these
activities are not working for them anymore [5].
From monologue to dialogue
The ppct would invite each partner to tell their story and listen briefly
to each other story with empathy and interest.
The partners may respond to this invitation in a number of ways
which would inform us their feelings about their relationship.
Most couples that come to therapy may have stopped listening to
each other long ago. They may just be interested to tell but not listen
much to their partner: the monologue stage.
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With much facilitation skill and gentle persistent invitation for
the other party to share their positive reflections of their story of
their partner, the couple enters into dialogue. The ppct may need to
reframe several time the negative reflections of the partner to reflect
the positive intentions of any perceived negative behaviour, attitude
or personality trait attributed to their partner.
Other couples may already be more open towards dialogue and
it may just take a small invitation from the therapist get them
dialoguing fully.
Positive intentions behind negative behaviours, attitudes and
personality traits
The core skills of the ppct is to help couples stuck in negative
monologues with each other ie., giving constant criticism of
behaviours, attitudes and personality traits of their partners, to
dialog with each other.
The key to be able to do so lies in reframing the couples’ perceived
negative attributes of their partner to positive intentions behind
these attributes.
From getting home late to improving the quality of their
relationship
A couple was in distress. Kate complained that Frank always come
home late. Frank in turn complained that Kate was always in a bad
mood. The ppct invited the couple to see the positive intentions of
their perceived negative behaviour and attitude of each other.
Several attempts were made by each partner before they get towards
something their partner could agree with. The ppct was able to help
Kate reflect that maybe Frank intend to build good relationships with
his customers so that he can get their businesses and the income to
enable her to get the new car that she needed to replace her old car.
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Frank also received the useful help to see that maybe Kate was
worried by his coming home late and she was concerned and cared
for him.
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With this recognition, Kate was able to see that Frank’s behaviour
was actually positive: he went to solicit new businesses to improve
the quality of their relationship. And Frank was able to see that
Kate’s behaviour of waiting up for him was likewise positive: she
wanted to ensure that he was safely home.
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Positive Psychology Couple Reconnection
PPCT is a positive dialogue process between the ppct and each of
the couple in therapy. Together they reflect on each of the couple’s
positive intensions behind their perceived negative behaviour,
attitude and personality traits of each other. Eventually the couple
was able to reflect on the positive behaviour, attitude and personality
trait of their partner. They become ready to listen to each other, to
dialogue with each other fully and reconnect intimately with each
other.
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